
The Bubble Blower Toy has two

modification designs:

❖ Modification 1 (home modification

version): In this modification, a

battery interrupter is installed and is

connected to the push button via aux

cord. This modification is much

quicker and easier, but the battery

interrupter is expensive.

❖ Modification 2: In this version, a

female aux cord is connected to the

wires that connected to the toy’s

original on/off button. The

components for this modification are

inexpensive, but this modification

requires more time and technical skill.
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This project explores modifying

different electrical toys to have a

universal design – meaning they can be

easily operated by any child. To

accomplish this, multiple toys (and

different push button options) were

tested. Two successful modifications, for

a bubble blowing toy and an on/off push

button, were designed and implemented;

and general knowledge of which toys

and buttons are best suited for

modification was gained.

A universal design, as long as it does not

compromise the purpose of the product,

is a good design, and is good for the

well-being of individuals(1). The toy

modifications presented in this poster

are designed to make toys universally

usable, so that children with disabilities

can use them. Modifying toys is

especially useful for therapy involving

children, as play therapy can be a very

effective method which is gaining

recognition(2).

Purchased toys were initially accessed

for:

❖ Function of internal electronics,

❖ Accessibility of internal electronics,

and

❖ The presence and location of batteries

in the toy.

Once an appropriate modification was

designed for the toy, it was implemented

and the results were recorded.

Multiple push buttons were also

purchased, tested, and modified for use

with the final versions of the adapted

toys.
Purpose

Methods

Based on the testing done so far, the toys

best suited for adaption:

❖ Turn on and off immediately when

the push button is pushed or released,

❖ Have easily accessible circuitry or

wiring inside the toy, and

❖ perform simple, repeatable actions

attractive to younger audiences.

Also from testing a viable modification

for a push button was designed, and it

was concluded that buttons viable for

adaption have a simple circuit design,

and have a simple, sturdy housing shell.

The main purposes of this project are:

❖ To explore the functionality of

multiple electric toy(s),

❖ To design and test modifications on

these toys so they can be

universally used (including by

special needs children),

❖ To create criteria for toys that are

best suited for modification, and

❖ To create instruction set(s) for the

modifications on appropriate toys.
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To complete the project, final instruction

manuals for the bubble blowing toy and

the push button will be created. Further

investigation into different toys could

also be conducted in the future.

On/Off Push Button

Push buttons were tested to create an

alternative for expensive pre-made

on/off button options. The solution

used was to solder the stripped ends of

a male aux cord (made to connect to a

female aux cord installed in modified

toys) to the circuit board. This method

short cut the circuit board and properly

opened and closed the circuit.

Figure 3: The circuit board of the push 

button with soldered connections to 

the aux cord.

Three other toys were evaluated to 

select criteria for choosing toys 

appropriate for modification:

❖ Grubby: the electrical wires were 

extremely delicate and were 

difficult to access from the outside.

❖ Peek-a-boo Bear: the toy did not 

turn on/off immediately when the 

push button was released.

❖ BeatBelle: the on/off button would 

not continue or stop the toys action 

consistently, and there was limited 

space for modifications.

Figure 4: Push Button connected to 

Bubble Blowing Toy.

Figure 1: The 

quicker but more 

expensive option,  

Modification 1. 

Figure 2: The 

inexpensive but 

more complex 

option, 

Modification 2. 

Figure 6: Peek-a-

boo Toy.
Figure 7: 

BeatBelle Toy.

Figure 5: Grubby singing toy.
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